
 Alternative Photo HUA 238  Individualized Class- Independent Study   FALL II 2015 Winter-session
CUNY Laguardia Community College     Professor Jaimie Lyle Gordon  fotoprofessor@hotmail.com 

SYLLABUS: ALTERNATIVE PHOTO
Course Outline:  Class Start Date:  1-6-2015 Tuesday  6pm-9:30 pm  Class End Date:   2-24-2015 Tuesday  5:45 pm-9:30 pm               
Class session meeting dates and field trips to be announced via email and on my blogsite.
Course Blogsite: https://alternativephoto2015.wordpress.com/ Email: fotoprofessor@hotmail.com    cell: 917 292 3052

Course Description & Structure: This class is designed to challenge you to take your photographs and your personal vision to a 
whole new level, both formally and conceptually—by thinking outside traditional boundaries of picture making through working 
with alternative materials and techniques. Understanding how technique and process can be used more effectively to transcend 
the intention of your photographic ideas and images will be explored individually; and these “process into perception” discoveries 
will guide you and be shared as a group within the class. Each of you will be encouraged to go outside your comfort zone to think 
about what happens to a photograph when it’s deconstructed, re-combined, layered, superimposed, collaged, montaged, double-
exposed, sandwiched, mutilated, re-sequenced, manipulated, contextualized with text, put into a grid,  diptik-triptiks, surface 
embellished, its substrate or surface altered, taken from 2d to 3d, from paper to other non porous objects and materials, from 
manufactured to hand emulsions,-purposeful “mistakes” and abstractions in camera and in development..and much more!!   

What remains that can still be called a “photograph” and what transforms into an entirely new dimension-a “photo-work” is the 
course of study.  The possibilities are limitless- just as your imagination. There are no mistakes, these are works in progress. Be 
open to changing directions. Embrace what you didn't expect and see where this will take you next! The blogsite for the class will 
be your class resource and will have detailed instuctions and links for all processes and artists working with these alternative 
photographic methods as inspiration and information. If Penumbra foundation scheduling is possible—you will have an opportunity 
to observe wet plate process there. 

Course Objective: Understanding how the photograph as an “object of art”  (a physical thing in and of itself) can function to create 
meaning that is inseparable from its process is our focus. Most important factor is that the physical properties of the “photo work” 
or hybrid photograph you create, convey your conceptual concerns and you are able to fuse them together so that they are 
interdependent -each elevating the other to greatest capacity of meaning, emotion and form. The technique should support the 
content not be a gimmick and finding your way to this place will take the willingness to experiment and be open to all forms of 
creativity. Your objective is to examine and explore various techniques within your own work. You will be asked to critique others 
work and determine whether these alternative means of presenting visual ideas or creating a new visual vocabulary is helping to 
reinforce or if another technique would be more advantageous or effective. Trial and error is the greatest learning mechanism and 
this class will give you the space to work out your ideas with a ready perceptive audience who can give you immediate feedback as 
you consider and explore various options. 

Course Requirements: This is a class to let loose and experiment in a controlled manner, but as an independent study, there will 
also be a lot of discipline and self motivation required on your part to meet the time restraints and deadlines, communicate 
responsibly via email and blog comments, and utilize the lab efficiently. See below for list of examples  from alternative processes 
you will present for final presentation. The work does not need to follow a theme or related subject matter. Work with subject 
matter you think is best for each process. The works should relate through the artists overall intention or “hand”. 

You will be expected to write about your images with an artist statement to help clarify the integration of technique, intention and 
idea. Also, you will be required to write about fellow students work as well to elevate your observational skills.  Relevant alternative 
photography exhibitions are encouraged and will be posted. You will need to post your work online as you complete your 
assignment pages, so that I can include it on your student gallery on my blogsite.  This gallery is part of your final independent 
study project.  We will meet for demonstrations and critiques as a class, to be announced. Grading is based on letter grades that 
represent point value. These point values are multiplied by their percentage of your grade and added to determine your overall 
course grade. Please see below for % and grade letter system used. Instructions will be provided for writing assignments.

Attendance-Effort-Participation 5%
Alternative Critique Writing Assignments (on fellow students work)  10%
Alternative Critique Writings about your images shared to my blogsite 15%
Group of Alternative Photo Works (per individual assignments) w/artist statement  70%

Grades: A+: 97-10 A: 93-96  A-: 90-92   B+: 87-89  B: 83-86  B-: 80-82  C+:77-79  C: 73-76  C-: 70-72  D+: 67-69   D :63-66   D-:60-62  
below  60 F Failure

mailto:fotoprofessor@hotmail.com
mailto:fotoprofessor@hotmail.com
https://alternativephoto2015.wordpress.com/


Our last class session will be your final presentation for Individualized Course HUA 238 Alternative Photography: Manipulations . 
You will present examples from the following techniques and processes we covered in class and labs. Emphasize your best work-so 
present more work from processes you feel you were most interested in. However, I want to see that you made the effort to try 
them all even if the results were less than you hoped for. You will also be required  to write a short artist statement that 
accompanies the pieces you will show in class which you will read during our fina critique.  The statement should describe your 
intention and experience of working in these non traditional photographic methods.

1. Cyanotypes 

2. Salt Print

3. Darkroom Experiment-solarization or selective development , Photogram, Chemgram, Sandwiched Negative or Composite 
Print,Diptik or Triptik, -other sequential –or grid wall piece

4. Mordancage  ? Not sure if we will do this

5. Toning Examples

6. Handpainted or colored image

7. Collage or assemblage

8. Montage or double exposure

9. Polaroid transfers

10. Weaved Photo

11. Embellished photo (sewn-taped-surface worked upon–wax etc)

12.  Liquid light on Paper or Canvas and OBJECT (3d)

13. Photo Object (mobile-multi images together–light box–conceptual ex:images on eggs in nest–on shoes..relate them to 
space or other objects)–

14.  LIGHT EXPERIMENTS–example–in studio-exterior night or light drawing with penlight

15. Cliche Verre make your own glass negative scratch away image–you can trace photo onto glass or you can cover glass up 
with block ink and etch it away

16. Image onto pottery

Course Materials: Chemicals will be provided by the lab but you may follow other suggestions from resources on my blogsite 
independently of what the photo lab offers. We will discuss these details in class. Also I will be bringing in some of my materials 
with the lab's permission to share with you as well.  Other materials such as watercolor papers or any outside lab fee for other 
services will be discussed in class or via email. 

Class Conduct: I have zero tolerance for texting or internet browsing in my class that is not assignment related. You may excuse 
yourself for an emergency or anytime you need to use the bathroom. I ask that you keep your phones off during our class meeting 
times, for lectures, demonstrations, and follow the proper lab procedures regarding phone usage. Your kindness and helpfulness to 
one another is appreciated and noticed. During any class critique of work I expect your comments or observations to be polite and 
respectful to one another at all times. Remember that you are all working together to make each other better photographers. 
Supporting and encouraging one another is imperative. 

ALL STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO FOLLOW THE CUNY LAGCC POLICY ON ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
It is the responsibility of each student to familiarize themselves with the full details of this policy. Below is a brief description. The complete policy including 
student’s rights can be found on the CUNY LAGCC website. - ACADEMIC DISHONESTY Academic Dishonesty is prohibited in the City University of New York and is 
punishable by penalties ranging from a grade of “F” on a given test, research paper or assignment, to an “F” in the course, or suspension or expulsion from the 
College. Academic Dishonesty includes:-CHEATING-the unauthorized use or attempted use of material, information, notes,study aids, devices or communication 
during an academic exercise. -PLAGIARISM—the act of presenting another person’s ideas, research or writings as your own. INTERNET PLAGIARISM—plagiarism that 
includes the submitting of downloaded term papers or parts of term papers as a student’s own work, paraphrasing or copying information from the internet without 
citing the source, as well as other forms of “cutting and pasting.”-OBTAINING UNFAIR ADVANTAGE—any activity that intentionally or unintentionally gives a student 
an unfair academic advantage over other students. -FALSIFICATION OF RECORDS AND OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

syllabus subject to some changes due to short winter session course—please consult your emails and  class blogsite for any alterations to the  
above requirements or descriptions. 


